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Pragmatic Trials in Genomic Medicine: The Integrating 
Pharmacogenetics In Clinical Care (I-PICC) Study

Charles A. Brunette1, Stephen J. Miller1, Nilla Majahalme1, Cynthia Hau1, Lauren MacMullen1, Sanjay Advani1, Sophie A. Ludin1,2, 
Andrew J. Zimolzak1,3,4 and Jason L. Vassy1,5,6,*

Pragmatic clinical trials (PCTs) have an established presence in clinical research and yet have only recently garnered atten-
tion within the landscape of genomic medicine. Using the PRagmatic-Explanatory Continuum Indicator Summary 2 (PRECIS-2) 
as a framework, this paper illustrates the application of PCT principles to The Integrating Pharmacogenetics In Clinical Care 
(I-PICC) Study, a trial of pharmacogenetic testing prior to statin initiation for cardiovascular disease prevention in primary 
care. The trial achieved high engagement with providers (85% enrolled of those approached) and enrolled a representative 
sample of participants for which statin therapy would be recommended. The I-PICC Study has a high level of pragmatism, 
which should enhance the generalizability of its findings. The PRECIS-2 may be useful in the design and evaluation of PCTs 
of genomic medicine interventions, contributing to the generation of evidence that can bridge the gap between genomics 
innovation and clinical adoption.

In 2011, the National Human Genome Research Institute 
proposed a vision for moving genomics innovations into the 
routine practice of medicine.1 This vision included the build-
ing of scientific evidence through a continuum of discovery, 
application, and outcomes measurement.2 Highlighted 
by the potential to optimize patient health, genomics re-
search has quickly led to significant biological discoveries 
and healthcare applications across a wide spectrum of dis-
ease.3 The development of operational infrastructures to 
support the infusion of these innovations into the clinic has 
led a variety of precision medicine interventions to the cusp 
of widespread adoption.4 Despite these strides, however, 

uptake by healthcare systems, providers, and payers has 
been slow.5 Many barriers to uptake have been well- 
described3,4; principal among these is the lack of rigorous 
evidence for clinical effectiveness.6,7 To continue the trans-
lation of potentially impactful genomic medicine innovations 
to clinical adoption, more evidence about their real-world 
outcomes is needed.8,9

Pragmatic clinical trials (PCTs) offer researchers a means 
to study the performance of precision medicine interven-
tions under real-world conditions.8,10 Proposed by Schwartz 
and Lellouch,11 PCTs are conducted in the context of usual 
care and aim to inform decision makers about the benefits, 
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Study Highlights

WHAT IS THE CURRENT KNOWLEDGE ON THE  
TOPIC?
✔  Pragmatic clinical trials (PCTs) offer researchers a 
means to study the performance of precision medicine 
interventions under real-world conditions. Although PCTs 
have an established presence in clinical research, they 
have only recently received attention within the landscape 
of genomic medicine.
WHAT QUESTION DID THIS STUDY ADDRESS?
✔  Using the PRagmatic-Explanatory Continuum Indicator 
Summary 2 (PRECIS-2) as a framework, this paper il-
lustrates the application of PCT principles to a trial of 
preemptive pharmacogenetic testing.

WHAT DOES THIS STUDY ADD TO OUR KNOWLEDGE?
✔  Our characterization of the pragmatic design of the 
Integrating Pharmacogenetics In Clinical Care (I-PICC) 
Study presents a feasible model for the conduct of a pre-
cision medicine PCT.
HOW MIGHT THIS CHANGE CLINICAL PHARMA-
COLOGY OR TRANSLATIONAL SCIENCE?
✔  PCTs have become recognized as a valuable tool for gen-
erating high quality and generalizable evidence about the 
effectiveness of genomic interventions. As calls for more 
real-world evidence about these interventions are made, 
PCTs are poised to play an increasingly important role in sup-
porting their adoption into the routine practice of medicine.
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drawbacks, and costs of adopting an intervention into prac-
tice.12 This approach differs from the traditional explanatory 
trial, carried out under ideal conditions with a goal of ex-
plaining a causal relationship between an intervention and a 
biological or clinical outcome.10 The classic pharmacologic 
explanatory trial example is a randomized placebo- controlled 
trial with well-defined inclusion and exclusion criteria, often 
including a run-in period during which participants who are 
nonadherent or intolerant of the intervention are withdrawn. 
Such an approach seeks to minimize variability with respect 
to intervention response but may also limit the inclusion of 
some participants, including those with comorbidities or 
concomitant medication use. Explanatory and pragmatic 
trials address different questions and yet are equally im-
portant in building evidence to support the efficacy (“Does 
this work in an ideal setting?”) and effectiveness (“Does 
this work in real-world practice?”) of a new intervention.13 
Moreover, these approaches are not fully dichotomous 
but, rather, end points of a continuum, along which a tri-
al’s degree of pragmatism is measured by the congruence 
between its conduct and the real-world setting where its re-
sults are intended to apply.14 The type of evidence desired 
determines whether the researcher designs a trial as purely 
explanatory, pragmatic, or somewhere in between.15 This 
fit-for-purpose design, coupled with randomization, makes 
the PCT a useful option for generating generalizable and 
rigorous outcomes data.16 In addition, the embedding of 
PCTs into routine clinical practice may result in greater ef-
ficiency and lower costs compared with some explanatory 
trial designs.17,18 These characteristics allow for the ready 
transition of PCTs into existing healthcare infrastructures 
and make them particularly appealing to comparative ef-
fectiveness research19 and the evidence-based mission of 
“learning healthcare systems.”20

As calls for more real-world evidence are made to support 
the clinical adoption of genomics innovations in health care, 
PCTs are poised to play an increasingly important role in pre-
cision medicine outcomes research.7,8 Thus, it is timely for 
precision medicine researchers, clinicians, and policymakers 
to become familiar with the underlying principles and design 
features of PCTs. Here, we illustrate the application of PCT 
principles to precision medicine by describing aspects of 
the Integrating Pharmacogenetics in Clinical Care (I-PICC) 
Study (Clini calTr ials.gov NCT02871934), a randomized PCT 
of pharmacogenetic testing in primary care settings across 
the Veterans Affairs Boston Healthcare System (VABHS). 
The I-PICC Study is examining patient outcomes after im-
mediate vs. delayed genotyping for rs4149056 in SLCO1B1, 
a common variant with a well validated association with sta-
tin-associated muscle symptoms (SAMS).

METHODS
I-PICC Study overview
The I-PICC Study has been approved by the VABHS 
Institutional Review Board, and all participants provided 
informed consent. A complete description of the protocol 
has been previously reported.21 Figure 1 outlines the study 
timeline, detailing important study milestones and design 
modifications. Study participants include primary care and 
women’s health providers and their patients across all 8 
sites of the VABHS, which cares for > 50,000 military vet-
erans annually. No financial or other incentives are offered 
to providers or patients for their participation. Patients are 
eligible if they: (i) are aged 40–75 years, (ii) have no history 
of statin use, (ii) meet at least one criteria for elevated car-
diovascular disease (CVD) risk per the American College of 
Cardiology/American Heart Association (ACC/AHA) guide-
lines,22 (iv) have received care at VABHS for a minimum of 

Figure 1 Study timeline for the Integrating Pharmacogenetics in Clinical Care Study. Risk scores are 10-year CVD risk scores as 
calculated using American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association Pooled Cohort Risk Assessment Equations.22 *10-
year CVD risk scores calculated for 1,455 patients and added to potentially eligible patient database (not including African American 
women). **10-year CVD risk scores calculated for 1,019 additional patients between February 8, 2018, and February 27, 2018, and 
added to potentially eligible patient database (including patients from all demographic backgrounds). ***First date of regular 10-year 
CVD risk score calculations begin on a daily basis for potentially eligible patients using the birthday parity method as described by 
Vassy et al.21 CVD, cardiovascular disease; EHR, electronic health record; IRB, Institutional Review Board.

http://ClinicalTrials.gov
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6 months, and (v) are receiving clinical care from an enrolled 
provider. Eligible patients provide verbal consent to partici-
pate in the study and are only enrolled upon their provider’s 
signing of an order for SLCO1B1 genotyping on an existing 
clinical blood sample collected through routine care. Once 
enrolled, patients are randomly assigned at the point of care 
to have their providers receive the results through the elec-
tronic health record (EHR) at baseline (pharmacogenetics+) 
or after 12  months (pharmacogenetics−). Most outcomes 
are collected through the VA Corporate Data Warehouse, a 
repository of administrative and clinical data from the na-
tionally deployed EHR (the Computerized Patient Record 
System). The Corporate Data Warehouse includes diagno-
ses, laboratory values, prescription data, and clinical notes 
from inpatient and outpatient environments. Additional out-
comes derive from a brief patient end-of-study telephone 
survey. The trial’s primary outcome is change in low-density 
lipoprotein cholesterol. Secondary outcomes are in con-
cordance with Clinical Pharmacogenetics Implementation 
Consortium guidelines for simvastatin therapy,23 concor-
dance with ACC/AHA guidelines for statin use, and incidence 
of SAMS. The I-PICC Study is testing the hypotheses that 
SLCO1B1 genotyping leads to a reduction in SAMS while 
maintaining adequate CVD prevention.

The I-PICC Study as a PCT
The purpose of the I-PICC Study is to generate evidence 
for the clinical utility of preemptive pharmacogenetic test-
ing in the initiation of statin therapy. A pragmatic design 
was appropriate for the I-PICC Study, given its aim to de-
termine the impact of SLCO1B1 genotyping in a real-world 
primary care context. To aid researchers in the design 
and evaluation of PCTs, Loudon et al.15 proposed the 
PRagmatic-Explanatory Continuum Indicator Summary 
2 (PRECIS-2), a revised version of the original PRECIS 
tool.13 The face and content validity of the PRECIS-2 have 
been assessed by experienced trialists and, in the ret-
rospective assessment of trial protocols spanning the 
explanatory-pragmatic continuum, the tool achieves good 
interrater reliability and moderate discriminant validity 
in distinguishing pragmatic from explanatory designs.24 
Moreover, the PRECIS-2 has demonstrated relative sta-
bility over time25 and has been used to characterize the 
design elements of ongoing pragmatic trials within the 
United States National Institutes of Health (NIH) Health 
Care Systems Research Collaboratory.26 With usual care 
as the comparator, the tool guides researchers through 
nine domains on which a trial’s level of pragmatism can be 
assessed. Many of these domains are overlapping and as 
a whole are intended to describe the representativeness 
of a trial to clinical practice.27 Table 1 lists and briefly de-
scribes each domain. Design choices are considered for 
each domain and scored on a five-point Likert continuum 
ranging from very explanatory (1) to very pragmatic (5). 
A thorough discussion and examples of how to use the 
PRECIS-2 can be found in Loudon et al.15 The application 
of the PRECIS-2 yields a granular assessment  of prag-
matism across multiple trial dimensions, visualized using 
a PRECIS-2 wheel.15 The PRECIS tools have been suc-
cessfully utilized by researchers rating their own trials as 

well as external reviewers during trial planning, trial con-
duct, and post hoc, as a mechanism for the assessment 
of pragmatism in completed trials.28,29

To illustrate our characterization of pragmatism in the 
I-PICC Study, we mapped its design elements onto the nine 
domains of the PRECIS-2.15 In our assessment, we defined 
usual care as standard CVD risk management and statin 
prescribing as it would occur in a typical large healthcare 
system primary care setting, without SLCO1B1 genotyp-
ing. This mapping enables a determination of the extent to 
which our intentions of conducting a PCT have been met 
and informs the potential for generalizability of the I-PICC 
Study results. We referenced the CONSORT Extension for 
Pragmatic Trials32 to guide our description of the I-PICC 
Study as a PCT of genomic medicine.

RESULTS

Figure  2 illustrates the I-PICC Study design, high-
lighting the intersections of clinical and research 
informatics resources, study staff, and provider-patient 
clinical relationships that enable the SLCO1B1 genotyping 
intervention. Enrollment of 47 providers and 408 patients 
was completed in July 2018.

Table 1 describes our evaluation of the pragmatism of the 
I-PICC Study design using the nine PRECIS-215 domains, 
further visualized in Figure 3. Overall, we characterized the 
I-PICC Study design as rather pragmatic considering our 
ratings across all domains (median 4; range 3–5). Below, 
we describe the key domains of Eligibility, Recruitment, 
and Organization in greater detail and present their related 
outcomes.

Eligibility (PRECIS-2 score 4)
The I-PICC Study eligibility criteria have few exclusions for 
the two target populations: providers and patients. The 
trial design seeks to model preemptive SLCO1B1 testing, 
where providers may order SLCO1B1 genotyping in antic-
ipation of initiating statin therapy for statin-naïve patients. 
All VABHS primary care and women’s health providers are 
eligible, being clinicians who commonly manage CVD risk 
and initiate statin therapy for CVD risk reduction. To capture 
the patient population for whom preemptive SLCO1B1 ge-
notyping might be most clinically relevant, VABHS patients 
of participating providers are eligible if they meet ACC/AHA 
recommendations for statin therapy22 and have no history 
of statin use.

The characteristics of relevant VABHS patient samples 
(Table  2) illustrate the generalizability of the I-PICC Study 
to the larger VABHS patient population. The 408 patient 
enrollees are generally similar to the overall sample of 
VABHS patients who were eligible during the study period 
(n  =  6,245), all patients who consented to participate but 
were not enrolled in the study by their providers (n = 492), 
and patients who declined study participation (n  =  433). 
More broadly, enrollees are also generally representative of 
the overall age-matched VABHS primary care population 
during study recruitment (n = 20,959), 56% of whom had a 
history of statin use and were therefore not eligible for this 
study of preemptive testing.
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Table 1 PRECIS-2 domains and pragmatism assessment for the design of the I-PICC Study

Domain Domain description
Assessment of 

pragmatism Rationale for PRECIS-2 scoring of I-PICC Study Score

Eligibility Specifies inclusion and 
exclusion criteria for the 

trial and frames the target 
population(s) for which 
its results are intended 

to apply

Are participants in the 
trial similar to those 
who would receive 
the intervention if 
it were available in 

usual care?

All primary care and women's health providers with 
prescribing privileges, except residents, are eligible for 
participation. Patient eligibility criteria are overall rather 

inclusive of the majority of patients for whom preemptive 
SLCO1B1 testing would be relevant if it were available in 

usual care.

4

Recruitment Outlines the steps for the 
identification, consent, 

and enrollment of 
participants into the trial

How much extra effort 
is made to recruit 
participants into 

the trial above what 
would occur in usual 

care?

The trial leverages available data, informatics, and clinical 
resources at VABHS to recruit and enroll participants in 

the context of primary care. Recruitment effort is minimally 
greater than what occurs in usual care, including use of 

the EHR to consent providers and enroll patients and the 
sending of a recruitment letter and brief consent telephone 

call (< 5 minutes) to patients.

4

Setting Context under which 
the trial is carried out, 

including factors such as 
geographic location and 
clinical infrastructure of 

the study site(s)

How different is the 
setting of the trial 
and the usual care 

setting?

The trial embeds SLCO1B1 genetic testing into eight VABHS 
women's health and primary care sites across eastern 

Massachusetts. The resources, clinical infrastructure, and 
reach of primary care services at VABHS are comparable to 

those found in other typical large healthcare systems.

4

Organization Structure and delivery of the 
intervention, including the 
clinical resources required 
to provide the intervention

How different are 
the resources, 

provider expertise, 
and organization of 
care delivery in the 
intervention arm of 
the trial and usual 

care?

Beyond the intervention, there is no difference between the 
delivery of care in the trial and usual care. No specialized 
training is administered to providers, no additional clinical 
staff is required, and study staff integrated the intervention 
into the EHR and primary care setting using available data, 

informatics, and clinical resources.

5

Flexibility in 
delivery

How the trial intervention 
is delivered to study 

participants

How different is the 
flexibility in how 

the intervention is 
delivered and the 
flexibility likely in 

usual care?

No specified protocol is used for the delivery of SLCO1B1 
test results. Providers receive structured results and 

clinical interpretation and prescription recommendations 
via the EHR per standard practice, are encouraged to 

communicate results to patients, and are provided with a 
standardized results letter template to do so. Nonetheless, 

the decision whether and how results are used and 
delivered to each patient is left entirely to the provider.

5

Flexibility in 
adherence

How closely study 
participants are 

monitored for compliance 
to the trial intervention 
and the measures used 
to maintain or improve 

adherence

How different is the 
flexibility in how 

participants must 
adhere to the 

intervention and the 
flexibility likely in 

usual care?

Participant adherence to the study intervention is not 
monitored or required. Provider adherence to CPIC 

guidelines for statin prescribing is encouraged but not 
protocolized (secondary outcome). Patients may adhere or 
not to any clinical recommendation associated with his or 

her SLCO1B1 test result.

5

Follow-up The rigor of measurement 
and amount of contact 
between the study staff 

and trial participants 
for the purposes of 

event tracking and data 
collection

How different is the 
intensity of follow-up 
of participants in the 

trial and the likely 
follow-up in usual 

care?

The intensity of participant follow-up is minimally greater 
than what might occur in usual care. Providers receive no 

contact beyond notification of their patients' SLCO1B1 
results. The 12-month patient outcomes are collected 

observationally through the EHR, except for a brief end-
of-study telephone survey (< 5 minutes). The majority 
of participant data are collected through the EHR via 
structured clinical data, chart review, and tracking of 

providers' use of study features in the EHR.

4

Primary 
outcome

The main variable to be 
measured for use in 

assessing the effect of the 
study intervention

To what extent is 
the trial's primary 

outcome relevant to 
participants?

The primary outcome is change in LDL-C (12-month LDL-C 
minus baseline LDL-C). LDL-C is a clinically relevant 

biomarker, and well-validated proxy for CVD risk. As a 
surrogate, it is not immediately relevant to patients, but 
is considered exceptionally meaningful to providers and 

policymakers.

3

Primary 
analysis

The approach used for the 
analysis of final results

To what extent are 
all data included in 
the analysis of the 
primary outcome?

The primary outcome will be analyzed using an intention-to-
treat approach. No participant data will be excluded on 

the basis of intervention compliance or recruitment volume 
thresholds (i.e., a provider who signed only one order).

5

Adapted from Ford and Norrie 201610 and Loudon et al. 201515. Domain scores range from 1 (very explanatory) to 5 (very pragmatic).
CPIC, Clinical Pharmacogenetics Implementation Consortium; CVD, cardiovascular disease; EHR, electronic health record; I-PICC, Integrating 
Pharmacogenetics in Clinical Care; LDL-C, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; PRECIS-2, PRagmatic-Explanatory Continuum Indicator Summary 2; VABHS, 
Veterans Affairs Boston Healthcare System.
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Recruitment (PRECIS-2 score 4)
The I-PICC Study used a rather pragmatic recruitment strat-
egy by leveraging the highly integrated VABHS clinical and 
research informatics infrastructures,33 recruiting and con-
senting patients by telephone, and subsequently enrolling 
them at the point-of-care. By eliminating the need for an 
in-person study visit, this strategy minimized the burden of 
study participation and enabled consent and enrollment pro-
cedures embedded within but not disruptive of clinical care.

As a result, the I-PICC Study achieved high participation 
rates from eligible providers and eligible patients. Study staff 
distributed informed consent documentation to 55 of 76 
(73%) potentially eligible providers between August 1, 2016, 

and July 17, 2018. Of these, 47 (85%) were enrolled. Three 
providers withdrew from the study at some point after en-
rollment. No demographic information was collected directly 
from enrolled providers during their study participation.

The patient recruitment strategy was modified during the 
I-PICC Study to enhance yield by (i) prioritizing the distri-
bution of recruitment letters by upcoming primary care or 
laboratory appointments, (ii) eliminating the requirement that 
a lipid profile be collected concurrently with a patient’s eli-
gible blood specimen, and (iii) using phased introduction of 
the 10-year CVD risk score calculation into the patient el-
igibility algorithm. These modifications generally increased 
weekly patient enrollment over time (Figure 4).

Figure 2 The Integrating Pharmacogenetics in Clinical Care (I-PICC) Study design and workflow. Study staff, with clinical trial 
management software support, interface directly with providers, patients, the electronic health records (EHRs), and the corporate 
data warehouse (CDW) to recruit and enroll participants, introduce SLCO1B1 pharmacogenetic (PGx) testing and its results, and track 
patient clinical outcomes within the context of routine care.

Figure 3 PRagmatic-Explanatory Continuum Indicator Summary 2 (PRECIS-2) rating scale (left) and mapping of the Integrating 
Pharmacogenetics in Clinical Care study design to the PRECIS-2 wheel (right).

PRECIS-2 Rating Scale 

5 

3 

2 

1 

4 
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In total, letters were prioritized by upcoming appoint-
ment over the next 6 months and mailed in batches to 2,238 
potentially eligible participants. There were 5,395 consent 
telephone calls (median of 2 calls per patient; range 1–9) 
administered to participants who were sent a recruitment 
letter during the study’s recruitment and enrollment period. 
Overall, 900 of 2,238 patients (40%) receiving a recruit-
ment letter consented to be in the study. These procedures 
yielded one consented patient per every 2.5 letters sent and 
6.0 telephone calls made and one enrolled patient per every 
5.5 letters sent and 13.2 telephone calls made. The I-PICC 
Study recruitment letter (Supplementary Material S1) and 
telephone script (Supplementary Material S2) are available 
as supplemental materials.

Organization (PRECIS-2 score 5)
Beyond the SLCO1B1 genetic testing itself, clinical care 
delivered during the I-PICC Study is indistinguishable from 

usual care at VABHS. Providers order and receive SLCO1B1 
results through the EHR as they would any other laboratory 
test. Because specific simvastatin dosing recommenda-
tions from the  Clinical Pharmacogenetics Implementation 
Consortium23 are provided with each SLCO1B1 result, the 
additional clinical guidance or education needed for imple-
mentation is minimal.

The I-PICC Study intervention further conforms to the 
VABHS existing organizational structure by leveraging ex-
tant blood samples collected as a part of routine care for 
SLCO1B1 genotyping. We used the study staff to identify 
blood samples from consented patients in relative real time 
and forward SLCO1B1 genotyping laboratory orders to pro-
viders to sign. The provider’s signature of the SLCO1B1 
test order enrolls and randomizes the patient. In all, 514 
SLCO1B1 genotyping orders were sent to 41 enrolled pro-
viders. Of these, 425 (83%) were signed (408 genotyped 
samples, 17 inadequate samples) by 39 providers, each of 

Table 2 Patient characteristics in the I-PICC study

 

All VABHS patients 
aged 40–75 yearsa 

I-PICC eligible 
patientsb 

I-PICC declined 
patients

I-PICC consented, 
not enrolled 

patientsc 
I-PICC enrolled 

patients

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Age (40–75 years): 63.1 9.4 63.3 8.2 65.3 7.1 63.7 8.1 64.1 7.8

  n % n % n % n % n %

  20,959   6,245   433   492   408  

Sex

Female 1,406 6.7 293 4.7 18 4.2 25 5.1 25 6.1

Race

American Indian/
Alaskan Native

88 0.4 32 0.5 5 1.2 3 0.6 1 0.3

Asian 92 0.4 15 0.2 0 0.0 1 0.2 1 0.3

Black/African American 2,287 10.9 826 13.2 62 14.3 67 13.6 50 12.3

Native Hawaiian/Pacific 
Islander

43 0.2 11 0.2 1 0.2 1 0.2 0 0.0

White 17,548 83.7 5,053 80.9 347 80.1 407 82.7 341 83.6

Multiracial 107 0.5 30 0.5 2 0.5 2 0.4 4 1.0

Unknown/declined 794 3.8 278 4.5 16 3.7 11 2.2 11 2.7

Ethnicity

Hispanic or Latino 527 2.5 150 2.4 13 3.0 7 1.7 8 2.0

Smoking status

Smoker 7,140 34.1 2,537 40.6 147 33.9 192 39.0 137 33.6

ACC/AHA risk criteriad 

Existing CVD 6,339 30.2 1,038 16.6 98 22.6 102 20.7 98 24.0

LDL-C ≥190 mg/dL 1,944 9.3 242 3.9 17 3.9 12 2.4 11 2.7

Diabetes 6,329 30.2 1,205 19.3 111 25.6 101 20.5 98 24.0

10-year CVD risk 
≥ 7.5%

16,764 80.0 5,871 94.0 413 95.4 463 94.1 367 90.0

Patient samples derived during the study recruitment and enrollment period between August 1, 2016, and July 17, 2018. Individual patients may be included 
in multiple samples.
ACC/AHA, American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association; CVD, cardiovascular disease; I-PICC, Integrating Pharmacogenetics in Clinical 
Care; LDL-C, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; VABHS, Veterans Affairs Boston Healthcare System.
aThis sample matched on age and existence of an active relationship with a primary care provider during period of study recruitment and enrollment. Of these, 
11,766 (56%) had been prescribed a statin prior to the study period. bEligible sample based on I-PICC Study eligibility criteria (age, no history of statin use, 
ACC/AHA risk criteria,22 receiving care at VABHS for at least 6 months, and active relationship with a primary care provider) at any time during the period of 
study recruitment and enrollment. cBy design, patients consent to be considered for enrollment but are only enrolled if/when their provider signs an order for 
a pharmacogenetic test to be performed on an existing clinical blood sample. dPatients may satisfy any one of multiple ACC/AHA risk criteria.
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whom enrolled a median 7 patients (range 1–61; Figure 5). 
The remaining consented patients did not have an eligible 
clinical blood specimen drawn before the enrollment target 
of 408 was met.

DISCUSSION

Guided by the PRECIS-2 framework, we assessed the prag-
matism of the I-PICC Study, a PCT of a genomic medicine 
application. Parsing the I-PICC Study into defined elements 
allowed us to develop a detailed characterization of its level 
of pragmatism and, by extension, its potential for general-
izability to its target population of patients and providers at 
VABHS. This assessment will enhance our understanding of 
the representativeness of the results of the I-PICC Study to 

clinical practice and its ability to inform the clinical adoption 
of SLCO1B1 pharmacogenetic testing. Although the I-PICC 
Study specifically aims to determine the clinical outcomes 
of integrating SLCO1B1 testing into routine primary care, it 
also illustrates the potential value that PCTs might have for 
evidence generation for precision medicine and CVD pre-
vention more broadly.

Despite calls for comparative effectiveness research in ge-
nomic medicine,7,8 the use of PCTs to develop this evidence 
base remains sparse.34,35 At present, the majority of genomic 
and precision medicine research has occurred within the 
early phases of the translational continuum (T0/T1), focusing 
primarily on gene discovery, support for analytic and clini-
cal validity, and the development of health applications.2,9 
Although growing, very few research initiatives have been 

Figure 4 Average patient enrollment per week between December 13, 2016, and July 17, 2018, for the Integrating Pharmacogenetics 
in Clinical Care (I-PICC) Study. Time segments are separated by modifications to the I-PICC Study recruitment design and workflow 
after first patient enrollment. Risk scores are 10-year CVD risk scores as calculated using American College of Cardiology/American 
Heart Association Pooled Cohort Risk Assessment Equations.22 Regular CVD risk score calculations refer to the daily generation of 
10-year CVD risk scores using the birthday parity method as described by Vassy et al.21 CVD, cardiovascular disease.

Figure 5 Provider engagement in the Integrating Pharmacogenetics in Clinical Care Study SLCO1B1 genetic testing intervention. 
Five hundred fourteen total SLCO1B1 genetic test orders were distributed by study staff to 41 enrolled providers between December 
13, 2016, and July 17, 2018. *There were 425 (83%) orders (including orders on both adequate and inadequate specimens) that were 
signed. **Eighty-nine (17%) orders were declined or not acted upon within seven days of collection, the maximum timeframe in which 
the Veterans Affairs Boston Healthcare System laboratory retains clinical specimens for assessment.
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dedicated to the development of evidence for clinical effec-
tiveness (T2–T4), such as the clinical utility, implementation, 
and population health effects of genomics interventions, to 
support the uptake of potentially impactful applications into 
routine medical practice.2,9 Most outcome data from the 
clinical implementation of pharmacogenetic interventions 
derive from observational or single-arm research or demon-
stration projects.34,36,37 Although these approaches do 
provide important process, cost, and clinical outcomes data 
to inform the potential uptake of pharmacogenetic testing, 
there remains some concern about their ability to rigorously 
demonstrate clinical effectiveness.37 Pragmatic trials, like 
the I-PICC Study, have been recognized as a valuable tool 
for generating high quality and generalizable evidence about 
the effectiveness of genomic interventions and may prove 
beneficial in closing this gap.7,8 The principles of PCTs chal-
lenge researchers to be inclusive of diverse populations, to 
focus on patient-centered outcomes, and to consider strat-
egies that allow for the post-trial implementation of their 
interventions, increasing the likelihood that beneficial inter-
ventions will be taken up into clinical care.6,8,9,15

Design elements of the I-PICC Study, particularly within 
the domains of Eligibility, Recruitment, and Organization, 
yielded a representative sample of study participants and 
enabled delivery of SLCO1B1 genotyping at the point-
of-care. Often, trials recruit or enroll subjects who are 
different from the overall population of potentially eligible 
participants in terms of demographic, health, and other 
factors, which, if not considered or reported, may limit a 
trial’s generalizability and usefulness to decision makers,38 
particularly in genomic medicine research.9 Following 
the CONSORT recommendations of Zwarenstein and 
colleagues,32 we present a detailed report of these re-
cruitment and enrollment outcomes of the I-PICC Study. 
Our exploration of the characteristics and representative-
ness of the I-PICC Study’s enrolled population provides 
a comprehensive metric for comparison to other clinical 
populations and may improve the study’s usefulness for 
stakeholder decision making regarding SLCO1B1 genetic 
testing upon study completion.14,38,39

As we have previously described, pragmatic recruitment 
of our target population was made possible through the use 
of a clinical trial management system integrated with clinical 
data and the EHRs.21 This platform allowed us to mechanize 
the real-time tracking of participants, their biospecimens, 
and their SLCO1B1 results. Integration with the EHR was 
particularly valuable for engaging provider-participants, 
who could consent to their own study participation, enroll 
their consented patients into the study, and view their pa-
tients’ study results, all within the EHR without interrupting 
their clinical workflow. Although upfront effort was required 
to develop the clinical informatics platform, effort to engage 
enrolled providers during the study was minimal. In addition, 
as evidenced in Figure  4, phased deployment of patient 
eligibility criteria and priority recruitment by upcoming ap-
pointment were instrumental to increasing point-of-care 
patient enrollment over the course of the study.

Key challenges for obtaining informed consent from pa-
tient-participants in both genomic medicine research40 and 
PCTs41 have been described. Informed consent for genomic 

medicine studies are usually more involved as they often 
entail less rigorously tested interventions and must address 
specific issues associated with how, when, and in what 
form potentially sensitive genetic information should be in-
tegrated into the EHR or delivered to patients.40 Lengthy 
informed consent procedures may limit a trial’s degree of 
pragmatism and have the potential to bias the engagement 
of some groups.41 Most PCTs outside genomic medicine, 
on the other hand, use highly vetted interventions, physi-
cian oversight, or interventions whose probability of harm 
is minimal.42 The I-PICC Study navigated the sometimes 
competing demands of informed consent and pragmatism 
by consenting a pool of eligible patients through letters and 
telephone calls, offloading the clinical encounter, but ulti-
mately allowing providers to enroll individual patients at the 
point of care by signing an order for SLCO1B1 testing on 
an existing clinical blood sample. Our ability to automate 
the real-time detection of eligible blood specimens from 
consented patients enabled the delivery of the genomic 
medicine intervention directly to a potentially relevant clinical 
moment. As a result, the I-PICC Study presents a valuable 
example of the successful delivery of an actionable genetic 
test to providers at the point-of-care, overcoming one bar-
rier to the adoption of many genomic medicine interventions 
into clinical practice.36 Moreover, engagement by providers 
in the I-PICC Study aligns well with the notion that primary 
care providers are generally supportive of clinical research, 
particularly when the intervention is relevant and participa-
tion is minimally burdensome.43 High provider participation 
in the I-PICC Study suggests that, at least at the ordering 
stage, the intervention’s intended users are interfacing with 
and willing to engage with it (Figure 5). Whether the return 
of SLCO1B1 results is acted upon by providers and leads to 
improvement in patient outcomes remains unknown but will 
be addressed by the trial’s outcomes. One risk of applying a 
pragmatic design to study a precision medicine intervention 
is that the broad eligibility criteria, a strength of PCTs, may 
dilute the effect of the intervention.44 If so, examining the 
reasons the providers and patients did not act on the infor-
mation will be critical for interpreting the trial’s results.

This report is intended both to illustrate the concepts of 
pragmatism to precision medicine researchers and stake-
holders and to evaluate the I-PICC Study as a PCT of 
precision medicine. The examination of the trial’s PRECIS-2 
scores and its recruitment and enrollment metrics inspire 
some degree of confidence that the ultimate results of the 
I-PICC Study will  generalize to the target patient popula-
tion within VABHS, that is, patients who are statin-naïve but 
nonetheless meet guidelines for consideration of statin ther-
apy. Its findings may be less applicable to SLCO1B1 genetic 
testing for patients who are previous statin users or known 
statin-intolerant, the subjects of a prior RCT.45 Whether the 
I-PICC Study experience generalizes to patient populations 
outside VABHS involves other considerations,46 including 
patient characteristics, provider practice patterns, and orga-
nizational health system factors. Clinicians and policymakers 
should consider these elements in determining whether the 
trial’s results will be applicable to their specific contexts.39

In conclusion, the I-PICC Study is a feasible model of a 
precision medicine PCT. Many of its features, such as the 
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use of an integrated EHR, are translatable to other health-
care systems with similar informatics and clinical resources. 
Through this description of the I-PICC Study’s pragmatic 
design we have demonstrated the integration of a precision 
medicine PCT into an existing framework of clinical care. 
The details of our experiences in designing and carrying out 
the I-PICC Study may be informative to others looking to 
conduct trials that can generate evidence to bridge the gaps 
among genomics innovation, real-world clinical adoption, 
and improved patient outcomes.
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